I. Introduction
The fact that every finite group may be represented as a substitution group of a certain degree m makes it possible to construct in every case certain configurations in a projective space of m -1 or lower dimensions whose points correspond uniquely to the substitutions of the group. Such configurations are representatives of the groups and are characterised by geometric properties which reflect the properties of the group. Such representations in certain particular cases are numerous and have been known for a long time. From this standpoint I have considered the symmetric group of degree m on a hyperquadric in 5m_i.f It is thus obvious that any finite group may be represented by a certain configuration (with characteristic geometric properties) on a hyperquadric.
Whether such a representation would in every case be mathematically
profitable is an open question. While there is thus indicated a general method of approach to the geometrical problem of finite group theory, there may be developed special methods of representation of finite groups in connection with particular problems connected with group theory, which seem to be of sufficient interest and importance to deserve attention. This is the case with the theory of triple and multiple systems, where geometric considerations are found in the literature only in a few instances. J It was Kirkman § in 1844, and Steiner in 1853 who first stated the problem of triple systems and certain multiple systems in its most elementary aspect as it was revealed by the study of the configuration of the 28 double tangents of the quartic* A detailed account of this connection is given by Noether in an important papert which appeared in 1879. Netto pays attention to the algebraic properties of triple systems and the closely associated triple equations and their groups. Since that time triple systems have been studied by a number of investigators mostly with reference to existence proofs, formation and group properties of such systems, f That a vast number of similar systems, for example triple systems with double couples, quadruple systems containing every triple once, in general »-tuple systems of various types, may be formed becomes evident without much effort. There seems to be little that has been done along this line of generalization. Inasmuch as with every well defined system of this sort there is associated a finite group which dominates it and as the number of such systems is unlimited, there exists a large class of finite groups which bear conversely the characteristics of these systems. Each triple or multiple system and couples of such may be represented by a certain spatial configuration to which is attached a related finite group. It is the purpose of this paper to show by a few simple examples how such configurations and their groups may be constructed.
II. Triple systems 1. Simple triple systems. As systems of this sort, their description and some of their properties, at least for lower orders, are fairly well known I shall not enter into a detailed discussion of them, and shall present merely a few additional circumstances which seem to be worthy of notice.
It is well known that triple systems Am8 on« elements exist only, and in every case, for numbers of the form m = 6m + l, and m = 6m+3. Instead * Combinatorische Aufgabe, Journal für reine und angewandte Mathematik, vol. 45 (1853) In these papers may also be found additional references.
Of using the medium of hyperquadric or other forms of possible graphic representation we may make use of the simple device of representing the m elements by m generic points in ordinary space S3. Then to every triple system corresponds a certain open polyhedral configuration of triangles on these m points. To two triple systems Am3 without a common triple corresponds a closed polyhedral configuration, whose mapping upon simple closed surfaces will be explained subsequently in case of m -7 and m = 9. A73. For certain purposes (determination of the order of the group, etc.) it is desirable, although not necessary, to have some sort of a generalized matrix from which we may write down a triple system in a very simple and effective manner.
The terms for m = 7, for seven elements 1, 2, • • ■ , 7, may be written in any order a, b, ■ ■ • , g in the form abc d e f g from which the 7 triples are immediately obtained as (1) the first line, (2) the second column, (3) and (4), the two diagonals, (5) and (6), the first and third column each together with/, (7) the triangle beg; i.e., a b c, b d f, a d g, c d e, a ef, c gf, b e g. Each such form or "matrix" may be identified by a substitution /1234567\
\abcdefg)
It is easy to write down the 24 "matrices" with the central letter d unchanged which produce the same triple system. The 24 corresponding substitutions form a subgroup of order 24, and as the central d may be replaced by any of the remaining letters we get a group of 24-7 = 168 substitutions, the simple Cíes of this order. As the structure of this group is well known, details of its construction by the foregoing scheme are not necessary. There are altogether 7!: 168 = 30 distinct A73's and any of the 35 triples is always common to 6 distinct A73 's. But it is not possible to form 5 distinct A7S 's which together contain all of the 35 triples, as has already been estab- To determine the group which leaves the triple system invariant we notice first that the A93 as a whole does not change when any two rows, or any two columns are interchanged. This gives a subgroup of 36 substitutions which leave A93 invariant.
But there are 11 other distinct matrices and distinct from any attached to the G3e, which also leave A93 invariant, namely (including the first) With each of these are connected as above 36 substitutions which leave A93 invariant. These together form all the substitutions which leave the given A93 invariant, and they consequently form a G432 of order 36-12 =432, which is known as the group of the triple equation of degree 9. There are, of course, several ways of generating this group. For instance if we set 5i= 123-456-789, 52 = 147-258-369, 53 = 159-267-348, 54 = 168-249-357, then Gn(Si, S2, S3, S4) is a non-cyclic abelian group of order 9 and the G432 is the holomorph of G9.
Each triple is common to 120 distinct triple systems. If we consider for example the triple 123 fixed, then the remaining numbers form 6! permutations a b c d ef, each giving the second and third row in the "matrix," namely abc and d ef. But as these may be interchanged and a cycle of order 3 applied to each without changing A93, there are evidently only 6!:6 = 120 permutations which with 123 give distinct A93's. Now it is clear that two triples with a common couple, for example 123 and 124, cannot belong to the same A9S. Moreover every couple must occur in every A9S just once. Hence all A93 's can be classified in various ways into 7 classes of 120 triple systems, each class being characterised by a common triple. Thus 123, 124, 125, 126, 127, 128, 129 are each common to 120 A9»'s. Thus there are altogether 7-120 = 840 distinct triple systems on 9 elements. This checks up with the fact that 9!:432 = 840. Now in case of 9 the remarkable circumstance presents itself that all 84 triples may be distributed completely and each only once in 7 triple systems. This may be called a complete set of triple systems.
That this is not always possible is clear from the case of m = 1. Such a complete set is for example obtained from the 7 matrices 1 2 3 II || 1 2 4 || || 1 2 5 || II 1 2 6 || II 1 2 7 II II 1 2 8 II II 1 2 9 4 5 6 7 8 9 3 5 9 7 6 8 3 7 8 9 4 6 3 4 7 8 5 9 3 6 8 49 5 4 3 9 5 7 6 7 3 6 845
As there are 840 distinct A93 's, and from the fact that there exists at least one complete set, it is easily seen that a great number of such complete sets may be formed, and that eaph A93 may belong to more than one complete set. So far I have not been able to establish necessary and sufficient conditions on the number m for which complete sets of triple systems are possible. The original complete set of A98 's were found by trial.
2. Triple systems with double couples, n elements form \n(n -l)(n -2) triples and \n(n -1) couples. Let A be a triple system containing every couple twice and let x be the number of triples of the system. As every triple contains 3 couples, 2-n(n -1) 3x =-• = n(n -1), and x = \n(n -l). Hence n must have either the form n = 3m, or n = 3m + l, and x = m(3m -1), or x = (3m + \)m.
For « = 1 we get in the first case m = 3, x = 2, a triangle 123 counted twice; in the second case m = 4, a: = 4, or the tetrahedron 123, 124, 134, 234.
[January The groups which leave this dihedron and tetrahedron invariant are of course the dihedral group on three letters, or the symmetric group, and the tetrahedral group.
For m = 2, we have for two cases n = 6, x = 10 and n = 7, x = 14.
In In case of an even n, i.e., n = 6p., or w = 6(u+l) we have triple systems with double couples which form closed surfaces. In case of odd numbers, n = 6« +1, n = 6«+3, we have the same number as in triple systems with single couples, but twice the number of triples. Hence if we take two such triple systems with no common triple we have a triple system with double couples.
Thus when u = l, » = 7, ac = 14. Whenu = l, in the other case, » = 6+3 = 9, z = 24.
3. Triple system of order 7 with double couples. Such a system may be constructed by taking two ordinary triple systems of order 7 with single couples without a common triple. For example   12  3  1112  2 3 3   4  =2454546  56  7  376675  7,  2 16 1112 2 3 4 4 =2353456 7 3 5 6 4 7 7 5 6 7.
Each system is invariant in a simple Gm-There are 7 substitutions which permute the two systems, namely Si = (27)(35) (46) (7) in each system invariant. Then the product of each of these is a cyclic substitution of order 7 and all these products are the powers of one of these. For example SiS2 = (1 5 4 7 2 6 3) = T, SsS, = (1 2 5 6 4 3 7) = T*.
T and its powers transform the two triple systems into themselves. Hence this is a subgroup Or we have the substitution (154) (283) (796) which leaves the triple * Brahana, Regular maps on an anchor ring, American Journal of Mathematics, vol. 48 (1926), pp. 225-240.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use system invariant.
Moreover the substitutions which leave 1, 2 invariant also leave 3 invariant and form a group of order 6 : 1, (47)(58)(69), (456X798), (465)(789), (59)(67)(48), (68)(49)(57).
Hence the group which leaves the triple system invariant is a G432 of order 9-8-6=432, since a group on n elements which is ¿-fold transitive has the order equal to the product of n(n -1) ■ ■ ■ (n-k + 1) and the order of the group which leaves k of the elements fixed. The Gi32 is also the holomorph of the non-cyclic abelian group T9 of order 9: There is to be noticed this peculiarity in the polyhedral configuration for n = 9, that the three vertices 1, 7, 9 are double vertices, each with two distinct cycles of triangles. By Euler's formula k = V -5 + F = (6 + 3-2) -36 + 24 = 0, so that 2 -k = 2 is the order of connectivity.
From the rectangular figure it is apparent that the cylindrical configuration, with the edges 534 joined, is left invariant by the cyclic substitutions (rotations around axis of cylinder) (458)(236) // we join the centers of the five triangles around each vertex we obtain the unilateral surface mapped into 6 pentagons, i.e., a unilateral polyhedron of 6 pentagons on the projective plane and 10 vertices is left invariant by the icosahedral group. Fig. 3 Considering the remaining 10 triples, they form also a triple system with double couples 12 4 2 4 3 14 6 4 6 5 16 3 6 3 2, 13 5 3 5 4 15 2 5 2 6 which is left invariant by the same icosahedral group. As can easily be verified, each triple is common to six distinct triple systems. With every triple system is associated the complementary triple system formed by the other 10 of the total of 20 triples. In a triple system and its complement all 20 triples are contained. Hence there are altogether 12 distinct triple systems and in this complex each triple is contained just 6 times. 
is the number of ¿-tuples of A* with a given letter just once in each of the y ¿-tuples. For a A* system y must be an integer, which is another necessary condition. Next we might find the number of ¿-tuples that each contain a given couple ik and so forth.
2. A*. To illustrate this, take k =4 ¡then n(n -l)(n -2) (n -1)(« -2)
In this case n -2 elements which form quadruples with ik must form f (n -2) couples which with ik form all possible distinct triples each containing ik. From this follows that n must be even. Thus n = 2m, and y = \(m -V) (2m -1), and either m = 3« + l,or m = %(3u + l). In the latter caseu = 2y+l
and w = 37+2.
For quadruple systems of order n we have therefore either » = 6u+2, or n = 6m+4, and the number of quadruples in A* is accordingly x = i(3ß+l)(6ß+l)ix, or * = i(3« + 2)(2u+l)(3u+l).
In such a system each element occurs p(6«+l) or (2u+1)(3m+1) times.
3. Quadruple systems of lowest order A84. Next to the quadruple system on four elements which consists of one quadruple 1234, containing four triples 123, 124, 134, 234, and which is left invariant by the symmetric group on four elements, the quadruple systems of lowest order can be formed with 8 elements, such that each system contains 14 quadruples and each possible triple once, and every couple three times, and each letter 7 times.
It is not difficult to devise a graphical scheme to establish such quadruple systems. One is to number the vertices of a cube from 1 to 8 in any order. Then the quadruples of the system consist first of 6 faces, second of the 6 rectangles each determined by two opposite edges, third by the two tetrahedrons inscribed in the cube : 14121313211221 26532425343543 37646546654757 58788778786868.
The problem now is to determine the order of the group of degree 8 which will permute the quadruples of the system, in which a quadruple is defined as a set of four numbers irrespective of the order in which they are written. In the first place it is evident that the octahedral group written on 8 letters leaves the system invariant and hence is a subgroup of the group in question. Moreover, as any three letters on the cube can be replaced by any three other letters and the remaining one so distributed over the remaining vertices as to give rise to the same quadruple systems, the group will be triply transitive.
The substitutions of the group which leave 3 letters unchanged, for instance 123, also must leave 5 unchanged. These are 1, (46)(78), (47) (68), (48) (67), which form a subgroup of order 4. Hence according to a well known theorem that the order of a group of degree n which is ¿-fold transitive is equal to the product of n(n -l) ■ ■ ■ (n -k + 1) and the order of the group which leaves k elements unchanged, the order of the group of the quadruple system is 8-7-6-4= 1344.
This order may also be obtained by establishing the number of distinct quadruple systems. As every triple must be in a system, 1234, 1235, 1236, 1237, 1238 must belong to different quadruple systems. The problem then is to find how many quadruple systems can be formed with each of those quadruples fixed. Considering 1235, for example, we can form 24 permutations with 4678, each of which with 1235 defines a quadruple system. But any two successive transpositions of different letters, like (47) (68), leaves the quadruple system invariant.
As there are 4 such double transpositions, there are 6 distinct substitutions, (48), (67), (47), (68), (78), (46), which will give three distinct quadruple systems. Thus either (46), (47), (48), or (78), (68), (67), give three distinct systems; likewise the product of any two, i.e., (46)(47), (47)(48), (48)(46), three more, i.e. altogether 6 quadruple systems associated with 1235. Thus 4876 is obtained by the substitution (78) (67) or (47) (68)-(46) (47) from 4768; likewise 4687 from 4768 by (67) (87) or (678).
As there are altogether 8 ! substitutions and 30 distinct quadruple systems, each quadruple must be invariant in 81:30 = 1344 substitutions, which form the above Gi314.
As to the structure of this group it contains a G8 :
( moreover the subgroups G64 = Gj Gí , G3G7 = G56, G8G3 = G24, G7G3 = G21, Gt-Gi-G3 = G168 (not simple).
4. Configuration of two quadruple systems without a common quadruple.
If we interpret the eight elements as eight points in space of four dimensions, every quadruple will be represented by a tetrahedron. Two quadruple systems without a common quadruple can be joined so that each face (triple) of the fourteen tetrahedrons in one system will coincide with the same triple-face of the tetrahedron in the second system in which it occurs. In this manner we obtain a closed hypersurface P2i in S4 bounded by 28 tetrahedral cells.
If in an Sn there are, for a polyhedron, ro vertices, ri edges, r2 faces, r« cells, r4 four-spaces bounding, etc., then for an Eulerian polyhedron l -r" + r, -r2 + r3 + --• + (-l)-1^ = 0 .
Here f"-i, the number of (n -l)-spaces bounding the polyhedron, is 1. Now for our 28-cell in S4 we have 1 -8 + 28 -56 + 28 -1 = -8. in which Qu and Qu are two quadruple systems without a common quadruple. The problem is to find the group of degree 8 which will leave P28 invariant.
There are substitutions which leave any two elements in Qu and the same two elements in QÚ fixed and permute Qu and QÚ ; for example, 5 = (25) (34) (18) which leaves (1) and (7), T = (37) (46) (58) which leaves (1) and (2), [7 = (13) (68) (27) which leaves (4) and (5) invariant and also permutes Qu and QÚ ■ The product of any such two substitutions is a substitution which leaves each Qu and QÚ invariant, for example ST = (2847365), SU = (134)(257).
[January Thus for each element there is a cyle of order 7 which leaves this element and each Q14 and QÚ invariant. It is seen that the substitutions of the group which leave P23 invariant, are of two kinds: those that permute Qu and Qu' and those that leave both Qu and Qu invariant. Another substitution which leaves (1) and (2) The group is again triply transitive and the substitutions which leave three elements, say (1), (2), (3), invariant cannot also leave (5) and (6) invariant (outside of identity) hence 5 and 6 must be permuted, likewise 7 and 8, but these assumptions lead to contradictions, so that the only substitution which leaves 1, 2, 3, in Qu+QU, invariant is identity.
Hence the group leavingP23 invariant is of order 8-7-61= 336. The odd substitutions of this group permute Qu and QU while the even substitutions form the simple Gi6s which leaves both Qu and Qú invariant. There is The orders of A and C are 6 and 8 respectively. The product C"Afi leaves Qu and QU invariant, when a+ß = 2m. As A6 = l, C8 = l, we may solve this equation for a+ß^l2, a^8, /3g6, and find easily 24 solutions, including identity.
Hence there are 24 substitutions of the form C"Ae which leave A48 and A4'8 invariant, consequently leave the configuration A48 • A48, or the polyhedron P23 in S4 invariant.
That configurations admitting finite groups are not limited to the types A* will appear from the following example. 5. A certain quadruple system on 16 elements.
It is proposed to construct a quadruple system on 16 elements 1, 2, ■ ■ -, 16 such that every element occurs, just 6 times, i.e., in six quadruples of the system. (i= 1,2,3,4), depending on 74 effective constants, 16 generic points, determined by 4-16 = 64 constants, may always be transformed into the 16 vertices of an 8-cell. Thus when they are transformed in the order as indicated by the above quadruple system, the elements, couples, quadruples, and óctuples of the system form the vertices, edges, faces and cubes of an 8-cell in four dimensions. The octahedral group attached to each cube of the 8-cell leaves this cube invariant and induces a definite transformation of the remaining cubes among themselves, thus transforming the whole 8-cell into itself.
With each cube there is associated such an octahedral group.
Hence there are 8 ■ 24 = 192 movements of the 8-cell into itself. Or the group associated with the quadruple system is a Gi92, which is well known as the polyhedral group which leaves the 8-cell invariant.
Every permutation of the 16 elements marked off in quadruples as in 12 3 4-567 8-9 10 11 1213 14 15 16
and formed into a quadruple system as induced by this grouping gives rise to a quadruple system which is invariant in a Gi92. 6. Quintuple and higher systems. By a similar procedure, as in A"4 it is found that the lowest possible non-trivial quintuple system is a An6 with 66 quintuples. In such a system every letter occurs 30 times, every couple 12 times, every triple 4 times, every quadruple once.
Professor Carmichael shows that the group which leaves this system invariant is a four-fold transitive Mathieu group of degree 11 and order 1110 9-8.
The existence proofs for quintuple systems for »>11, and in general of ¿-tuple systems, seem to be difficult, likewise the solution of the problem of complete sets of ¿-tuple systems for possible values of n. In any case these problems are closely connected with group theory.
As in the case of the 8-cell in St, other conditions than the existence of each (k -l)-tuple in a set of ¿-tuples may be imposed on n elements. We get accordingly different configurations and groups in which they are invariant.
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